New this year:
The Cyber Research Grant (Cyber) is offered with additional funding in conjunction with
the IGP
The University’s Cyber Initiative integrates cutting-edge engineering technology with research to
develop innovative methods for protecting our nation's cyber security. This includes work to advance
Auburn University’s technical expertise and leadership in cyber education and training; open source
intelligence and analysis; and cyber security and forensics to include information assurance, intrusion
detection and critical infrastructure protection. The Cyber Research Grant will provide funding for up to
two research projects from the University community that address one or more of the following focus
areas:
1. Proposals to study the design of policies -- domestic or international; civilian or military -- that
promote computer security, while keeping in mind the needs of all affected parties.
2. Proposals that develop policy - and/or technology - related government interventions designed
to facilitate the integration of labor and digital technology, at the level of the workplace, the
broader economy, and/or the global society.
3. Research proposals that examine the security of financial systems, and develop new financial
technologies that can enhance financial system security and reliability.
4. Research proposals that consider Internet governance and develop policy proposals to promote
the peaceful use and development of the Internet. Interactions with appropriate standards groups
(e.g. IETF, NIST) may be included.
5. Research proposals that study the technological implications and potential policy solutions of the
tensions between individual and nation-state security.
6. Research proposals that address the intersection of the role of cyber technologies, political
actors, and government policies in the preservation of democracy in a rapidly changing world.
7. Research proposals that address the human-in-the-loop (a.k.a. psycho-social cyber), including
organizational structure, trust, threats, countermeasures, and strategies for reducing insider and
outsider threats in complement to technical, engineering, and computer science solutions to
improving cyber security of systems.
8. Research that addresses the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of healthcare data.
9. Research that addresses the human limitations inherent in designing and implementing
engineering systems that have cyber security requirements.
10. Research that addresses biometric technologies and/or policies in support of the cyber domain.
We plan to prioritize support for multidisciplinary concepts and projects.
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Available Funds: The Cyber Research Grant will provide funding for up to two research projects
(maximum funding of $50,000, each with a 1:1 match).
PI Eligibility: For all grant categories: PI eligibility follows the institutional requirements set forth in
the University’s Statement of Principal Investigator Eligibility
Submission Guidance: Each eligible applicant may submit two IGP applications in a year in addition to
a Cyber research grant application provided one is an application for a “Good to Great “grant. A
proposal submitted to the Cyber may not be concurrently submitted to any IGP grant.
Applicants should keep in mind that members of the Review Committee may represent a variety of
disciplines from across the university. Therefore, applicants must write their proposals without
excessive jargon and in a style that is clear to reviewers who may not be experts in the specified area.
Application Process: To apply, go to https://auburn.infoready4.com, scroll down and click on the IGP
Innovative Research Grant Program. In the top right column of the page click on “Apply”. You will be
taken to the AU login screen. The first time you use the software, you will need to click on “register” in
the lower right corner of the login screen. Once you have set up your account, the application will open.
Follow the instructions for completing your application. Using the Save as Draft feature at the bottom
of the applications, you can save your application and return to complete it as needed. You will need to
check the Applicant Acknowledgment box at the bottom of the application every time you save for later
and when you submit. When you are ready to submit, click on “submit application” and the routing
process will begin. Please note that once you click submit, no further edits can be made.
Online Instruction: The following instructions are incorporated into the InfoReady System for each
corresponding section. Applicants may complete their applications as time permits and save the
information and data entered in the system prior to completing their submission.
Applicant Details:
• Name and pertinent details of applicant
• Enter contact information and role for each CO-PI / CO-I in proposal
Proposal Details:
• Title
• Amount Requested from OVPRED
• Total Cost Share (matching funds) committed
• Does your proposal require Compliance Approvals – Please select none or all that apply.
• Has this proposal been previously submitted to the IGP?.
CYBER File Upload Requirements
Please save all files as PDF’s before uploading
Format Requirements:
•
•
•
•
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Project Abstract: The Project Abstract is limited to one page. Concisely describe the overall
objective, specific aims, the project design/methods, the relevance/importance of the project, and specify
outcome measures.
Project Narrative: This section is limited to a maximum of 5 single-spaced pages and should include:
•

Approach – Describe the methodology being used to answer the question or perform the
study/project being proposed

•

Significance and Broader Impact – Describe how the project contributes to the world

•

Innovation/Creativity – Explain how the proposed work is innovative, creative or novel.

•

Pathway(s) to extramural funding – Provide a clear plan, including funding agencies, review
panels and potential requests for proposals to achieve extramural funding for work that will
follow this proposal and that is based on this proposal.

Response to Previous Review: 2 page limit. This section applies to resubmitted Cyber applications.
For resubmitted applications, the PI must respond to the previous review panel.
Previous AU CYBER Results: 2 Page Limit. If the PI has received an AU Cyber Grant in the past four
years, information on the results obtained from that prior funding is required.
References Cited: 4 Page Limit. All work cited in the Project Narrative, including that of key
personnel, should be referenced in this section of the application. This section is excluded from the 5
page narrative limit.
Facilities & Equipment: 1 Page Limit. Describe if all the equipment required for successful execution
of the project is available. If not, describe how the project objectives will be achieved without this
equipment.
Budget Request Form: The Budget Request Form includes a Budget Request and a Cost Share FOP
Table requiring ADR Signature(s) of each contributing unit. Using the form provided, fill out each
table, print, get appropriate signatures, scan and upload.
Funds can be requested for:
• Salaries and Wages for postdocs or students
• One month’s faculty salary (not to exceed one month per year for one individual, PI or co-I)
• Fringe Benefits (see the AU F&A fact sheet)
• Materials and Supplies, including payment to human subjects
• Non-capital Equipment (under $5,000)
• Travel directly relevant to proposed effort
• All other categories (Including Publication Costs)
• Cost Share FOP Table - Indicate the FOP(s) from which matching funds will be provided.
Budget Justification: 1 Page Limit. Provide a written justification for the budget requests. Budget
requests can be made for technical or postdoctoral salary support, graduate research assistantships, and
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undergraduate support. The Cyber Grant recognizes the importance of graduate and undergraduate
training and encourages PIs to involve graduate and undergraduate students in research. The Cyber
Grant allows for one month’s faculty salary (not to exceed one month per year for one individual, PI or
co-I). Fringe benefits must be included for all salaries as appropriate; payments for various materials,
chemicals, and supplies, travel directly related to the project, small equipment (under $5,000 total),
publication costs, and/or other costs can be requested. As a rule, funds cannot be requested for office
supplies such as phones, cell phones, internet service, subscriptions, memberships, laptop computers,
iPads, and general software. Project-specific computers and/or project-specific software package(s) are
allowed, but a detailed justification must be provided.
Conflict of Interest: The term “conflict of interest” in research refers to situations in which financial or
other personal considerations may compromise, or have the appearance of compromising a researcher's
professional judgment in conducting or reporting research. While the University expects that all of its
faculty and other research staff should carry out their professional responsibilities with the highest
standards of personal integrity, it is necessary to acknowledge and to avoid or manage situations where a
secondary interest could reasonably be expected by others to influence decision-making.
Provide an alphabetical list for each PI and any co-Is of Conflicts of Interest (internal and external).
This information is needed for proper review of your proposal. Please see the IGP Conflict of Interest
Guidelines to determine what individuals should be considered in conflict with your proposal.
Curriculum Vitae: Provide a CV in any extramural agency format (e.g. NIH, NSF, DOD) for each
investigator, limited to five pages in length. The CV should be limited to a presentation of academic and
research credentials. It should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brief summary of investigator’s qualifications for the work included in the proposal
Brief summary of teaching, scholarship and research expertise
Education history (degrees)
Relevant employment history
Awards and Honors
Relevant publications and presentations
Juried exhibitions, performances, competitions, etc.
o Do not include meetings attended, seminars given, or personal data.
No additional materials, appendices, or supplementary documentation will be accepted.
Electronic Approvals: The applicant must enter the email addresses of their Department Head in
Approval Routing 1 and their Associate Dean for Research in Approval Routing 2 to initiate the routing
process. Please keep in mind these approvals when submitting your proposal as any proposals received
after the internal deadline that were not approved, will not be considered for review.
Proposal Submission: Application deadline, November 10, 2017, 4:45pm. All proposals must be
received through the AU Competition Space (https://auburn.infoready4.com/). Please note, approvals
from your Department Head and Associate Dean for Research are required prior to the deadline. Also,
some Departments/Colleges require earlier internal deadlines for their IGP applications. Check with
your unit to see if they have an earlier internal deadline.
Proposal Review and Evaluation: Each application is evaluated through a two-part process.
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1. Each application will be screened to ensure that it meets the administrative requirements as set
forth in this RFP. Applications that do not meet the guidelines as stated in this RFP will be
eliminated from the competition and will be returned to the applicant without review. This
determination will be made prior to submitting the proposals for peer review.
2. Three peer reviewers evaluate each qualifying proposal. Their evaluations are presented and
discussed at a Reviewer Assembly meeting where final rankings of the proposals are assigned.
Research Compliance: All research must be conducted in compliance with Federal and University
Regulations. Compliance letters, protocols are not needed at the time of proposal submission. However,
funds will not be released for awarded projects until notice of compliance approval is received from the
Office of Research Compliance. The applicant must indicate on the proposal whether a compliance
approval of the proposed research/creative scholarship (e.g. IRB, IACUC, IBC) is needed. All approved
proposals involving, or appearing to involve, research with animals, human subjects, or
biohazardous/radioactive materials will be reviewed by the Office of Research Compliance for the need
to obtain protocol approval. All research procedures outlined in the approved proposal must be covered
in the approved protocol(s) and all oversight committee approvals must be secured prior to the
establishment of a CYBER FOP.
Requirements for Cost Sharing and Release of Funds: A minimum one-to-one cash (not in-kind) cost
share is required for all CYBER grants. Cost share can come from various sources such as a
department(s), college(s), research center(s), or other source(s); however, salaries or an employee’s time
cannot be counted toward the cost share. Federal and state grant funds, OVPRED-sourced funds, and
most restricted FOPs, cannot be used as cost share.
Once any necessary compliance approvals are in place, the OVPRED will request departmental/college
loading of the committed cost share funds. If the department/college can load its entire two-year portion
of the cost share, the OVPRED will load its two-year portion as well. If the department/college can only
commit to cost sharing one year at a time, the OVPRED will concomitantly load its award portion
annually. The OVPRED reserves the right to redistribute or retract monies if problems arise relative to
satisfactory progress or compliance with all terms as set forth in the CYBER RFP or due to economic
necessity of the university. Any funds that remain unused at the end of the two-year award period will
be returned to their original sources in the same proportion in which they were loaded.
Additional Information:
• Prior to submission, applicants are requested to review his/her proposal to see if it contains any
information that is subject to export control (see https://cws.auburn.edu/OVPR/pm/ors/home for
additional information). Proposals containing proprietary information will be evaluated with due
consideration for protection of this information to the extent permitted by law. Export control
and proprietary information must be clearly identified in the proposal. In addition, an email
reminder must be sent to Dr. Robert Holm (rholm@auburn.edu) by the deadline of proposal
submission.
• Annual progress will be monitored by the Associate Dean for Research of the PI’s college. The
ADRs will report successes or problematic projects to the Office of the Vice President for
Research and Economic Development.
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• A final report is required for all CYBER projects. The final report form must be used and should be
made within 60 days of the anniversary date of the award. The Final Report is designed to provide
information on:
•
•
•

Project Objectives and Accomplishments
Summary Information
Description of overall impact of the project including published articles, peer-reviewed
presentations at major professional conferences, proposals generated from the funded
research and extramural awards received as a result of the funded research.

• All reports must be made before or on the due date. Failure to submit reports on time makes the PI
noncompliant with the terms of the CYBER award. Noncompliance may result in sanctions including
withholding payments, suspending or terminating part or all of the current award, or not awarding
further grants to the PI.
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